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But it has a problem When you are planning to change the IC at a circuit, you need to change
the main circuit components and also the power supply section. These 3 ICs had different
output wattages ; speaker or subwoofer values will have to change, coping with amplifier
output. Working volt. Output watts. Output peak current. Replacing TDA IC with TDA IC is
possible at a circuit because the overall schematic arrangement is almost the same at these
circuits except, in case of power supply arrangement, TDA and TDA ICs will work under
different voltage ranges and deliver various wattage rangers, so we need to modify the power
supply and as the result components at the amplifier circuit also change. This same principle
can be applied at interchange replacement between TDA, TDA and LM, they all have different
Power ranges, so they need various voltage values, due to this property, tiny changes are
needed at Circuit arrangement. But we had a large possibility to interchange each ICs with
another at a circuit. Emoticon Emoticon. P Published: Friday, August 28, TDA is a common
amplifier IC type. Previous Newer Post. Next Older Post. This is achieved using the convenient
uPC IC. TDA and LM are pin to pin compatible, the differences in their schematics are the values
of a couple resistors and one capacitor. All this allows to make an universal circuit board,
suitable for any of these two ICs. All Rights Reserved. This LC Meter allows to measure
incredibly small inductances making it perfect tool for making all types of RF coils and
inductors. The circuit includes an auto ranging as well as reset switch and produces very
accurate and stable readings. The output waveforms can be both amplitude and frequency
modulated. The meter is a perfect addition to any power supply, battery chargers and other
electronic projects where voltage and current must be monitored. It is a very useful bench test
equipment for testing and finding out the frequency of various devices with unknown frequency
such as oscillators, radio receivers, transmitters, function generators, crystals, etc. It can be
connected to any type of stereo audio source such as iPod, Computer, Laptop, CD Player,
Walkman, Television, Satellite Receiver, Tape Deck or other stereo system to transmit stereo
sound with excellent clarity throughout your home, office, yard or camp ground. It also analyzes
transistor's characteristics such as voltage and gain. It is an irreplaceable tool for
troubleshooting and repairing electronic equipment by determining performance and health of
electrolytic capacitors. Headphone amplifier is small enough to fit in Altoids tin box, and thanks
to low power consumption may be supplied from a single 9V battery. It's small, power efficient,
yet customizable through onboard 2 x 7 perfboard that can be used for connecting various
sensors and connectors. Arduino Prototype uses all standard through-hole components for
easy construction, two of which are hidden underneath IC socket. You can control lights, fans,
AC system, computer, printer, amplifier, robots, garage door, security systems, motor-driven
curtains, motorized window blinds, door locks, sprinklers, motorized projection screens and
anything else you can think of. This project which I call a "Mini Gainclone" is a stereo amplifier
with an added headphone output. One thing to note is that the gain of the circuit needs to be at
least 24dB to maintain stability. The amplifier was built to drive a pair of my friends Klipsch RB
Bookshelf speakers. The speakers are 8 ohms and have a sensitivity of 92dB 2. The amplifier
can be driven by most line-level sources such as an mp3 player, cd player, tuner and so on.
Figure 1 below is from the data sheet and shows the typical application using a split supply. The
data sheet also includes a PCB design shown in Figure 2 that one can use. I used a protoboard
for my amplifier details below. A schematic of the amplifier I built is shown below Figure 3. Only
one channel is shown. A double pole, double throw DPDT switch is shared between both
channels and this allows switching the output between speakers output or headphone output. If
you do not need a headphone output, you can eliminate the DPDT switch and the resistors after
the switch. The gain of the circuit is 33 30 dB which should work well for most line level
sources. You can adjust the gain, but note that note that the minimum gain for stability is 16
24dB. The circuit has been constructed on a protoboard perfboard and the general layout
follows the PCB design shown in Figure 2. Use your personal preference of capacitor here. Most
film type capacitors polypropylene, polyester, mylar It is fairly simple to construct the circuit on
a variety of protoboards. Here are some additional construction tips that I hope you find useful.
Before I describe the power supply, I want to say a few things about safety. This project
requires a mains wiring connection or V which you do not want to get in between. Faulty or
incorrect mains wiring can result in death or serious injury! Please refer to your local electrical
code for the mains connection requirements. Use appropriate fuses and connect the chassis to
the mains "earth". A torroidal transformer with dual 18 Volt secondaries and rated at VA 3. For
the rectifiers I used 35A rectifier bridges A bridges should also work. Discrete ultra-fast
rectifiers can also be used at an increased cost. I found no need to use them. Each power
supply rail has a 10,uF capacitor which is shared between the channels. The supply has only
very slight hum which can only be heard with my AKG headphones when I turn the volume to
max and no signal connected. For the enclosure I used a satin black steel 12" x 8" x 3" chassis

from Hammond Model The transformer and circuit boards are hung from the top of the
enclosure. The power switch, volume control and headphone socket are on the front of the
enclosure for easy access. For input, standard gold plated RCA jacks are used. The speaker
output plugs are standard three-way binding posts that will accept a 4 mm banana plug, a spade
connector or bare wire. Note that the input jacks and speaker binding posts are insulated from
the chassis using the supplied nylon spacers. The heat sinks are placed on the back of the
chassis. For the heat sinks I used a pair that each measured 50 mm x 88 mm with 35 mm fins
and rated at 2. Additional details to determine an appropriate size of heat sink are described in
the data sheet. A hole was cut in the chassis so that the TDA package could be mounted
directly on the heat sink. Note that the TDA IC must be isolated from ground the chassis as the
negative potential resides on the metal tab of the TO package. Failing to do so will destroy the
chip once power is applied. For isolation you can use silicon pads or mica and don't forget a
spacer for the mounting screw that will secure the chip to the heat sink. Also, to ensure good
thermal contact I used some thermal grease on the back of the chip prior to mounting. I will not
make too many comments on the sound as it is ultimately up to the individual listener to decide.
To my ears the small TDA chip produces a very good sound which can hold it own against
various high quality amplifiers I have used. The amp has the ability to produce deep bass, clear
mids with a wide sound stage and crisp highs that are not too sharp. Have fun building this one!
If you do build one, I would be happy to see some photos of your TDA amps. Most importantly,
have a lot of fun by listening to your work. I have made a PCB design for the amplifier circuit.
Don't scale or rescale. The PCB layout must be mirorred to expose the copper. Flip the
exposure film to the left. Direct Toner: The text must be readable. Also below is an updated list
of components for the new PCB. The complete PSU project should explain itself. It's a no
brainer - also for beginners. A list of materials and component layout for the new power supply
PCB is also attached. Wiring information: Use a transformer as suggested on the project page.
Last update 28 July Created 5 July Thomas Bethe. Old new stock of the TDA Be sure to put
thermal compound between it and the heatsink when replacing it to extend the lifetime they
don't do this factory and it shows! In stock and ships from Canada. Accepting offers for
quantities more than 3. Depending on shipping destination, and to to offer a flat rate price on
shipping, the leads may be pressed together to be physically thinner to fit in mail post. Also
note: eBay shipping calculation is broken and support doesn't seem to care or want to help me
fix it, so please let me know if this listening does not allow me to calculate shipping for you and
I can look at fixing it to work for you. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also
viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making
your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
St Albert, Alberta, Canada. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated between Wed. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Item specifics Condition: New â€” Open box : An item in excellent, new condition with no
functional defects. The item may be missing original packaging and may have been used for

testing or demo purposes. The item includes accessories found with the original product and
may include a warranty. See the seller's listing for full details and description. See all condition
definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine
, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or
tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 40 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
Payment details. Payment methods. Seller's payment instructions If local pickup is needed, I
can adjust listing for you. There is no provision in eBay to add it to my default shipping policy.
This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back
to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. New â€” Open box : An item in excellent, new condition with no
functional defects. Small Packets - International - Air. This is not an ordinary project, but an
attempt to make a PCB that is suitable for TDA and LM and has all the necessary circuitry on
board â€” power supply, speaker protection, delayed turn-on and fast turn-off. This is achieved
using the convenient uPC IC. TDA and LM are pin to pin compatible, the differences in their
schematics are the values of a couple resistors and one capacitor. All this allows to make an
universal circuit board, suitable for any of these two ICs. It is 2x30W, but it depend of the power
supply voltage and the impedance of the speakers connected to the output. Is it obsolete? Its
available in India even TDA for 0. If you need any help email me â€” availlyrics at the rate
rediffmail dot com. Sir Chris, please guide what values of capacitors you used, am trying to
build this project too. If you need any help email me â€” availlyrics at the rate rediffmail dot com
6 years ago. Bridge rectifier B1 is rated at 8A and we recommend using same rating for this
project. How much supply voltage can be given to a cheap tda or tdaA? Leave a Reply Cancel
reply. It commonly used in class-AB audio amplifier and can drive upto 50W music power into a
4 ohm speaker. TDA is a general-purpose 32W amplifier IC that can be used in stereo or mono
audio design circuits. The amplifier can output upto 5A current to drive speakers without any
damage. It can also handle short circuits in both AC and DC rail without killing itself. This
makes it robust to be used in automotive audio designs. The TDA is breadboard friendly and
hence can be easily tested using a breadboard. A sample application circuit for TDA is given
below. The tda datasheet given at the bottom of this page consists of more details on this
design. The pin 5 and 3 are used to power the Amplifier IC, and the audio signal to be amplified
is given in through pin 1 which is the non-inverting input. The amplified audio output can be
obtained through pin 4. The values of the components given above are the values
recommended by manufactures. Note that this IC has currently become obsolete and is no
longer in production, though you can find few clones being sold in the market by different
manufacturers. The STM32Cube with graphical software configuration tool reduces
development efforts, time, and cost. TDA Pinout. Tags Audio Audio Amplifier. TDA Audio
Amplifier. Leave a Reply Please Login. STM32 Development Boards. STM32F32 Ecosystem.
X-Band Radar Portfolio. All rights reserved. The TDA is a monolithic integrated circuit in
Pentawatt package, intended for use as an audio class AB audio amplifier. The TDA has an
original circuit which limits the current of the output transistors. The maximum output current is
a function of the collector emitter voltage; hence the output transistors work within their safe
operating area. This function can therefore be considered as being peak power limiting rather
than simple current limiting. It reduces the possibility that the device gets damaged during an
accidental short circuit from AC output to ground. There is no possibility of device damage due
to high junction temperature. Download PDF Mirror. Alguien pudo hacer pcb para capacitores
de 50v? Hello kamlesh This is a single circuit! What type of font are you using? Voltage and
current. Power supply saya pernah bikin power amplifier sub TDA Comment: saya tahu.. You
actually make it seem so easy with your presentation but I find this matter to be really
something that I think I would never understand. It seems too complicated and extremely broad
for me. At first start i added fuse 3,5A and it doesnt blow so theres not problem. Can you help
me please?? Hello to all who come to this page to build your audio amplifier. I have tested this
circuit. The PCB is in no way mirror. In the Pin1 is the audio input. Luck â€¦. Lo he probado a
este circuito. En el Pin1 va la entrada de audio. Hola capo muy bueno una pregunta funciona
con 12vcc? Circuit power audio amplifier IC tda â€” 8 Watts Next. Thanks Mr. Hello Md. Masudur
Rahman Thanks your feedback! Funciona con 12v fuente de Pc tambien? Hola Cristian Si,

funciona! Tell me who made this successfully Reply. Voltage and current Reply. Guys please
tell me that is it working amplifier or not Reply. HI kamlesh Its work! El condensador C7 esta al
reves. Hello Aman Power supply Reply. Muito brigado! Hola Toni por favor me puedes enviar el
PCB de este amplificador. Muchas gracias. I fixed it!! Luck â€¦ Reply. Suerteâ€¦ Reply. Can you
send me the PDF files of the pcb? Thank you! Thank you for the PCB layout of single supply! Ok
Alessandro Good luck Reply. Home About Contact. We are proud to offer international shipping
services that currently operate in over countries and islands world wide. Nothing means more
to us than bringing our customers great value and service. We will continue to grow to meet the
needs of all our customers, delivering a service beyond all expectation anywhere in the world.
Packages from our warehouse in China will be shipped by ePacket or EMS depending on the
weight and size of the product. We provide free shipping to over countries around the world.
However, there are some locations we are unable to ship to. If you happen to be located in one
of those countries we will contact you. We are not responsible for any custom fees once the
items have shipped. By purchasing our products, you consent that one or more packages may
be shipped to you and may get custom fees when they arrive to your country. Yes, you will
receive an email once your order ships that contains your tracking information. For some
shipping companies, it takes business days for the tracking information to update on the
system. If your order was placed more than 5 business days ago and there is still no
information on your tracking number, please contact us. For logistical reasons, items in the
same purchase will sometimes be sent in separate packages, even if you've specified combined
shipping. All orders can be cancelled until they are shipped. Once the packaging and shipping
process has started, it can no longer be cancelled. Your satisfaction is our 1 priority. If you did
not receive the product within the guaranteed time 45 days not including day processing you
can request a refund or a reshipment. If you received the wrong item you can request a refund
or a reshipment. If you are approved for a refund, then your refund will be processed, and a
credit will automatically be applied to your credit card or original method of payment, within 14
days. If for any reason you would like to exchange your product, perhaps for a different size in
clothing. You must contact us first and we will guide you through the steps. Free Worldwide
Shipping. Cat
flow wikipedia
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egories All categories. About Contact Products Tracking Clearance. Log in. Back to category.
Free Super Savings 1 Standard 2 Expedited Days. Total Price:. Best price guarantee. Add to Cart
View cart. Buyer protection. Safe shopping. Easy returns and refunds. Free shipping worldwide.
Product details. How do you ship packages? Do you ship worldwide? What about customs? Do
you provide tracking information? Will my items be sent in one package? If you have any other
questions, please contact us and we will do our best to help you out. Refunds Your satisfaction
is our 1 priority. Your order did not arrive due to factors within your control i. Exchanges If for
any reason you would like to exchange your product, perhaps for a different size in clothing.
Please do not send your purchase back to us unless we authorise you to do so. Real customer
reviews There are no reviews yet. Contact support rangaka. Follow us. Payment methods:. Buy
with confidence:. All Rights Reserved. Proceed to Checkout.

